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# There can not be law for every thing....

Contract farming or farming done by taking agricultural land on rent

or group farming by making '" land banking " can be done efficiently only by convencing and educating people by

co-operative movement ( sahakar movement)

# Government should concentrate only and only on creating grivence redressal machanism.... which can

be used to solve the dispute if arised between farmers and pvt. players.

# While creating law , which can help to solve the problems of farmers , one should make it clear that any case which is

admitted in the courts, will be tested on certain laws like IPC/CRPC or civil laws

# Either law should be strong enough to protect the interests of farmers and should sufficient to solve the issue...... If not that

law can be harmful.... previous law's maybe sufficient to adress all problems that may arise related to farmers bcoz

agriculture is the

oldest profession known to human being.

# In the case of farming done by pvt. players by taking land on lease or on rent there should be income tax on income

earned by the farmer.....as this is not a income from agricultural produce .

EITHER AMEND OR TAKE BACK ALL THREE NEW FARMERS LAW...

New laws maybe made if required in cunsultation with all stakeholders related to farming including farmers, treaders,

consumers and state governments.

# Please remove "KUL KAYADA " :- Transfer of land to one person to another person should happen only and only by

sales.... illegal land grab or permanent tenancy right should not happen even if the person is holding the possision of the

property more than 12 yrs....
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supreme court also recently requested government to do something in this section of law...

Only after removing this law corporate investment can come in real estate sector... which will make House available for

middle class family on rental basis....

Any way this law should be scrapped as it become out dated and it lost its purpose ..... Now It is proving to be harmful and

means by which few people grab the land.
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